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Symphony no. 39 in G minor was described as Sturm und Drang; a term taken from a literary 
movement named after a play of the same name by Friedrich Maximilian Klinger. The musical 
language is intensely expressive and full of extreme contrasts. James Webster describes the 
works of this period as “longer, more passionate, and more daring” and “proto-Romantic.”

LISTEN FOR: 

1. Allegro assai After a nervous first four measures, there’s a grand pause before we move 
on, heightening the tension and adding to the sense of unease. Can you hear why this 
movement was associated with Sturm und Drang?

2. Andante A.P. Brown describes this movement as an elegant, “ingratiating little waltz” for 
strings. It features a lot of rhythmic variation of the main themes, as well as a lot of strong 
contrasts in dynamics—which help tie this to the other Sturm und Drang movements.

3. Menuet & Trio Another study in contrasts: a minor-keyed minuet contrasts with a bright trio 
in major, featuring high notes for the first horn.

4. Finale A true Sturm und Drang close to the symphony. It opens with a tremolando string 
accompaniment—quick, repeated notes that seem to tremble and shimmer.
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The piece was commissioned for pianist Anthony di Bonaventura, who wrote: “When it arrived, 
I just couldn’t decipher it.” The composer’s autograph score is incredibly dense, with thousands 
of notes and accidentals crammed into the tiniest spaces. ‘’My eyes were bloodshot from poring 
over it,’’ Mr. Di Bonaventura said, ‘’and finally I took it to a Xerox place and had them blow it up.”

Ligeti described his Piano concerto as a “statement of my aesthetic credo.” He also has said 
that he considers this to be his most complex and technically demanding score. Almost all of 
the movements have a sense of perpetual motion, and four of the five movements are fast. The 
piano part is largely independent from the orchestra, playing in entirely different rhythmic units. 
The work is scored for reduced orchestra, but with many unusual instruments to provide color.

LISTEN FOR: 

1.   The minimalist elements in the first movement, Vivace molto ritmico e preciso – Attacca 
subito, exploring the extreme registers of the piano. Note how the movement begins with 
pizzicato (plucked) strings and a fast, playful rhythmic figure in the piano.

2.   The second movement, Lento e deserto, is slow and mysterious, though there is a jarring 
whip crack at a climactic moment. This movement is more atmospheric, with long pedaled 
notes in the piano, microtonal slides, and interesting use of very low piccolo and very high 
bassoon. Also note the use of slide whistle, alto ocarina, and harmonica.

3.   The finale Presto luminoso: Fluido, costante, sempre molto ritmico also explores the 
extremes of the piano. While all five movements end with a fade-away, but the last dwindles 
to piano and xylophone that suddenly halt with the interruption of a woodblock.



FRIDAY MORNINGS

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION
Before the Concert

1. Is Sturm und Drang a literal depiction of a storm in music? Why or why not?

2. The “Miracle” was a lucky event—but do you think that the sound of music itself can save lives?

After the Concert
3. How does the Sturm und Drang style remind you of Romantic works you’ve heard by Beethoven?

4. What holds the Ligeti together if the soloist & orchestra are on completely different rhythmic tracks?
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Haydn’s symphonies saved lives! This particular work was nicknamed the “Miracle,” due to a 
story that, during its premiere, a chandelier fell from the ceiling of the concert hall. Luckily, the 
audience had rushed and crowded to the front of the stage for post-performance applause, 
so that nobody was sitting where the chandelier fell. Haydn biographer Albert Christoph Dies 
suggested that as many as 30 lives were saved, with a few members receiving “minor bruises” 
from the crash. However, this event actually occurred during the premiere of Symphony 102! Yet 
the popular name has remained attached to no. 96.

LISTEN FOR: 

1. Adagio—Allegro The opening consists of two overlapping themes: a “short-short-short-
long” theme in the first violins over a falling motif in the middle strings and bassoons. 

2. Andante Each woodwind gets its own distinct musical persona in this ternary (ABA) form, 
interrupting an otherwise stately, polite theme with inappropriate, humorous moments 
before launching into a serious fugue for the B section. It ends with an orchestral cadenza 
for the coda, featuring solos from principal violins and winds. 

3. Menuetto A refined Austrian dance, but with a few “wrong” notes to give it flair. It also 
features an extended oboe solo.

4. Finale This movement has been described as a “frolicking, wild ride filled with sudden sharp 
turns and occasional jarring dissonances. Simultaneously gruff and benevolent, offering up a 
generous helping of crazy fun.”
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